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Join us for First Friday at  
Foggy Mountain Shop
December 4, 2015, 4-7pm
Discovery Southeast members get 20% 
off Foggy Mountain purchases. Join or 
renew your membership at the event. 

Got used children’s outdoor clothing 
lying around? 

At First Friday, we’ll accept used 
children’s outdoor clothing in good 
shape, to be used by children in need 
in our programs.

 Deepening our Connection with Nature through Education and Exploration

Discovery Southeast
2015 Annual Report



What’s next?  A year with Nature Studies 
reaching every Juneau 3rd – 5th grade student! 

Where else will we go?  We anticipate a 
continued expansion of scholarships and 
programs for underserved children. We 
expect camps to grow to include more novel 
opportunities, including overnights and some 
trips for older children, even opportunities 
to engage the whole family.  And we plan to 
continue our focus on children’s health and 
wellness. 

These are big steps for a small 
organization and we’re proud.  None 
of them happen without dedicated, 
lasting support from Discovery 
Southeast members, local businesses, 
and foundations. Thank you and 
congratulations—we’re leaving a great 
set of tracks!

Discovery Southeast’s Education 
Coordinator.  Stronger science 
curriculum integration, better 
coordination with teachers, and new 
programs.  We’re opening a new chapter 
with the hire of an education coordinator. 
Kelly Sorensen, a JSD teacher and 
former Alaska Director of Education 
Technology, is the perfect addition to our 
phenomenal team of naturalists.

More Summer Camp, More 
Scholarships!  We doubled 
summer camp, and  proudly 
offered scholarships to every 
family in need.  It’s a pleasure to 
see more kids outside everyday,  
particularly those for whom 
it’s a totally new experience.  
A big thank you to member  
donations and support from:

A Brand New Program. Outdoor 
Discovery Adventures, after school 
in both middle schools.  A bridge 
to lifelong healthy habits, the 
program emphasizes recreation 
and mental wellness.   At a time 
when more activities are indoors 
in front of screens, formative 
connections with nature build 
curiosity, confidence, resilience, 
and fitness. Supported by:

New, Local Teacher 
Expeditions.  Juneau is 
fortunate to have outstanding 
teachers, and we’re proud 
to support them!  Trips this 
year went to Pack Creek, the 
Juneau Icefied (maybe you 
heard the story on KTOO), and 
Berner’s Bay. Supported by:
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2016 Banquet 
and Auction. 
Save the Date! 
March 26, 
2016, evening.  
Discovery 
Southeast’s 
Banquet and 
Auction.  Let’s 
celebrate, and 
surpass even 
the successes of 
2015!

December 4th, First 
Friday at Foggy 
Mountain, 4-7pm.  
DiscoverySoutheast 
members get 20% off 
Foggy Mountain Shop 
purchases at the event.  
Plus, we’re collecting 
lightly used outer wear 
(rain wear, fleece, boots) 
for children who come to 
programs without these 
supplies—something we 
experience more as we 
reach more underserved 
children.

Starting the year 
right.  Last holiday 
season’s donations 
and Pick.Click.Give. 
contributions met 
our goal for the 
25th Anniversary 
match campaign! 
This makes it all 
possible, thank you.

Tracking our Year

A Community of Support.  Next time you 
see them, thank the local businesses and 
foundations who support our families by 
contributing to Discovery Southeast.  They 
include the S.B. Foundation • Alaska Community 
Foundation • Leighty Foundation • Juneau 
Emergency Medical Associates • Skaggs 
Foundation • Sheinberg Associates • Shattuck & 
Grummett Insurance • Mountain Travel Sobek 
• Alaska Zipline Adventures • Sockeye Cycle 
Co. • Wm Spear Designs • Pack Creek Bear 
Tours • Alaska Glacier Seafoods • Mark Kelley 
Photography • Gustavus Inn • Alaska Seafood 
Marketing Institute • Huff Photo...and all the 
Discovery Southeast members.  Thank you!

2015 Banquet and Auction 
Success. Over 300 Discovery 
Southeast supporters  attended and 
raraised more funds for programs 
& scholarships than ever before.  
What a community! Thanks for 
special support from:

Serving all six of Juneau’s 
core elementary schools.  
Closing in on a goal of the last 
few years: providing Nature 
Studies for every Juneau child.  
We’re bringing 3rd – 5th grade 
classrooms outdoors every season, 
fostering intellectual curiosity, and 
comfort outdoors at a formative 
age.   Supported by:
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Field Notes
Lead Naturalist Steve Merli has been teaching with Discovery Southeast for 25 years. He 
also has a somatic experiencing therapy practice. As the wellness benefits of time in nature 
become better recognized, we asked Steve to share what kids gain outdoors.

Discovery Southeast’s Nature Studies program at the elementary school level is 
primarily about the child’s relationship with nature.  Over the past 25 years taking 
children out to natural areas around their school I’ve noticed that there are fewer 
kids who spend time “being” in the outdoors.   My perception for what they need 
from that experience has changed.

Recently, during a field trip at Riverbend, 30 fifth graders explored a topographic 
feature evoking their school’s name. Perhaps when they are graduating from high 
school that name may not be as fitting; the Mendenhall River is close to creating 
an oxbow at this very site. We measure the remaining ground the river needs to 
cut through:  four students head to foot.

On our return to school we had ten minutes left to “do” something. I stop in the 
middle of the trail and have the students do the same. We begin by shifting 
our weight onto the right foot.  “What next?” hangs in the air. My reason for this 
exercise is to invite awareness at a body level, which their cognitive brains know 
very little about. The cognitive brain is moving 30 times faster than the body—in 
modern times that can feel sometimes like 300 times faster. With the majority 
of our family and social systems strongly aligned with purpose and doing, it’s 
become normal not to pay attention to our bodies.

With a speedy world “out there,” we’ve created a speedy world “in there.” Our 
world today is in love with information that is data driven, seemingly assuring us 
multi-varied successes. However, this intensity to know everything has brought up 
interesting perspectives on how we experience ourselves and the earth.

Now, after several slow swings from the right foot to the left foot, we’re standing 
equally balanced on both feet. Our awareness of our surroundings has come 
more into focus. After slowing down for a few moments we’re aware that we are 
standing firmly on the ground outside on a wooded path with the whole class. In 
a gentle and subtle way we have evoked an internal state change allowing that 
speedy mind to slow down and smell the roses, if you will. Being present gives us 
a moment of rest from the effort of doing. A new kind of curiosity awakens.

Our five senses are present in each of us as a legacy of our early ancestors who 
spent all of their time outside. We have these exquisite nervous systems that 
provide so much information about our surroundings at any given time. Perhaps, 
like the balancing exercise above, our challenge today is to integrate our speedy 
knowing brain with our ancestral capacity of sensing here and now.

Steve Merli, in the field.



A Kid’s Perspective
We scheduled a hot cocoa date with Elias and Zoie (and moms) to hear 
about Discovery Southeast from the three-foot perspective.

“You get a lot of fresh air, and you can find really cool new things that 
haven’t been there.  There is always something new to do,” Elias, 2nd 
grade, was quick to share.  Fellow 2nd grader, Zoie, adds “you discover 
something new every day that you go to the same place.”

Zoie and Elias were two of a record-number of kids in our Outdoor 
Explorers camp this summer.  “Of course you would want your kid 
outside, being active, learning about their environment and learning in a 
hands-on way,” said Elias’ mom Emily. “I think it is really amazing that we 
have an organization in town that offers that for the whole community.”

The relationships that Zoie, Elias, and other Juneau children are able 
to develop outdoors will serve them a lifetime. “Outdoor education 
really sparked her concept of being able to actually do something when 
she grows up” offered Noelle, Zoie’s mom. “We got to kind of explore 
the outdoors as more than the outdoors, but as this rich possibility for 
inquiry, personal growth, and professional growth, which is pretty cool 
coming from a second grader.”

Thanks to donations, Outdoor Explorers and all Discovery Southeast 
children’s programs are open to all; whenever a fee exists, scholarships 
are available to every family in need.

Legacy Giving
Co-founder Scott Brylinsky has included Discovery Southeast in his will in 
order to invest in the long-term sustainability of Discovery Southeast.  Says 
Scott, “I personally can’t think of anything more satisfying as I age than 
helping to secure a future for an organization dedicated, ultimately, to 
the health of the earth and its people.”  It’s not hard to do, and you don’t 
have to be wealthy to make a difference.  If you’d like a hand 
including Discovery Southeast in your will, please let us 
know or contact the Juneau Community Foundation.

Member Spotlight: Walt Chapman
Why are you a Discovery Southeast member?

Discovery Southeast is more important then ever. As a teacher, I appreciate the 
classroom presentations and having naturalists lead the outdoor science experiences. 
As a community member, I like the sharing of our surroundings with youth. The 
students get excited about going out in the field and have had practice and training in 
how to enjoy nature safely and respectfully.

Photo: Beth and Walt Chapman, Discovery Southeast Members
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From the Discovery Southeast Board

What’s so special about new board president Sarah Moore?  A lot, 
including that she is Discovery Southeast’s first alumni president!

She’s one of many Discovery Southeast members—including four 
board members—who grew up with Discovery Southeast.

We think this is auspicious not only because of Sarah’s 
demonstrated leadership and commitment, but also because 
it speaks to a strong vision and important mission that naturally 
encourage students to stay connected.

Tens of thousands of Juneau children have explored and learned 
with Discovery Southeast over the past 26 years. Many now have 
children of their own in our programs. When Discovery Southeast 
founders envisioned every child exploring the nature outside their 
door, could they have imagined the legacy they’d create?  

Let’s keep that legacy strong. Our goal this holiday season is to raise 
$18,000 to support our new education coordinator position—an 
investment that will exponentially expand the quality and reach of 
our programs.  

As a special thank you, Discovery Southeast’s lead naturalists will 
invite everyone contributing $200 or more this holiday season on a 
special nature walk—because grown-ups need nature too! Donate at 
DiscoverySoutheast.org or with the enclosed envelope.

Thank you for supporting Discovery Southeast.

I have wonderful 
memories from my 
experience as a 
Discovery Southeast kid. 
It is an honor to be able 
to support, as board 
president, a program 
that means so much to 
me. 

The fact that I am not 
the only alumni who 
donates time or money 
illustrates how special 
this program is to its 
participants. 

Your donation ensures 
the continued presence 
of Discovery Southeast 
for children today and 
long into the future.

- Sarah Moore 

1993

Sarah Moore  Jamie Karnik  Sierra Gadaire
Mike Hekkers   Clay Good   Rebecca Parks Soza  
Brock Tabor   Kaitlyn Bausler   Elisabeth Hauser



From the Executive Director
In a busy world, with more time in front of screens, 
it’s increasingly important for children to connect 
with nature. And it’s increasingly common that 
children don’t. Introducing our children to nature 
is a life-long gift we give each child and our whole 
community.

Our naturalists and the Discovery Southeast 
community are taking great steps.  We’re expanding 
programs, we’re working more closely with schools, 
we’re targeting the underserved, we’re boosting 
wellness, we’re creating and recreating with more 
students than ever before. 

Can you believe that over the past two years, as 
Alaska budgets tighten, we’ve almost doubled 
ours...more than doubling the children we serve!  
We’ve about reached a benchmark goal: giving 
every local child a foundation in nature.  I can’t think 
of a similar organization nation-wide, reaching a 
similar breadth of it’s community.

Our salient steps from the year are in the timeline on 
the back.  I hope these steps bring each Discovery 
Southeast member a sense of pride.  We have 
fantastic educators being innovative, creative, and 
engaging, in more programs than ever.  It’s great for 
our community.

We’re taking big steps as an organization thanks to 
a community of support.  Let’s continue to leave a 
really impressive set of tracks!   -Shawn Eisele

True for glaciers, teachers, seasons, and critters.  
Also the theme for our 3rd grade Nature Studies, 
and this report.  

Can you figure out which critters have visited this 
page? Who was the predator and who  
was the prey?

Everything Leaves a Track,  
Every Track Tells a Story

How to take part:

Renew your membership or donate.  Our 
goal for the holiday season is $18,000 to 
support the new education coordinator 
position.  We invite everyone contributing 
$200 or more to join us for a special nature 
walk! Use the enclosed envelope or visit 
DiscoverySoutheast.org.

Volunteer.  Lend your expertise in the 
field, in the office, or at events.  Email info@
discoverysoutheast.org to get started.

Attend First Friday and bring gently used 
children’s outdoor clothing to donate.  Dec. 
4, 4-7pm at Foggy Mountain Shop.  Members 
receive 20% off Foggy Mountain Shop 
purchases.

 
Applications open January 1, 2016.


